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Observation of Bulk Phase Separation and Coexistence in a Sheared Micellar Solution
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We observe a shear-flow-induced phase transition in wormlike micelle solutions which depends on
whether the applied stress or the applied shear rate is held constant. When the shear stress is hel
constant, the system macroscopically phase separates into two coexisting phases with a single stabl
interface between them. By contrast, when the shear rate is held constant, the system still undergoes
a phase transition, but the steady states are homogeneous and no coexistence is observed. This lea
to dramatically different rheological behavior and unusual long-lived metastable states. [S0031-
9007(97)04155-0]

PACS numbers: 83.50.By, 83.50.Qm, 83.70.Hq
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Many complex fluids undergo structural transition
when subjected to shear flow. Some illustrative examp
include liquid crystals, where shear flow can induce
isotropic-to-nematic or a nematic-to-smectic-A transition
[1], and surfactant systems, where shear flow can indu
a lamellar-to-onion [2] or a micelle-to-vesicle transition
Shear-induced separation into polymer-rich and polym
poor regions has also been reported in semidilute polym
solutions [3,4]. Because of the close analogy with equili
rium phase transitions, shear-flow-induced transitions
frequently described as nonequilibrium phase transition

Recently, there has been increasing interest in she
induced phase transitions, and especially in inhom
geneous steady states which may exist between
coexisting phases. Whether or not coexistence is o
served depends on the constitutive relation between st
and shear rates for the fluid and on the external constra
imposed on the fluid. For example, Cateset al. [5]
suggest that when the constitutive relation is multivalue
such that several different shear rates are consistent w
a single shear stress, the system may separate into
bands, with one less viscous than the other, in order
preserve the imposed average shear rate for the sys
Other inhomogeneous steady states may also be poss
as suggested recently by Olmsted and Lu [6] and by Po
et al. [7]. Like Cateset al., Olmsted and Lu emphasize
the importance of the imposed external constraints
determining whether or not coexistence occurs.

In this Letter, we report a shear-induced phase tran
tion in wormlike micelle solutions in which dramatically
different steady states are observed depending on whe
the applied stress or the applied shear rate is controlled
contrast to the scenario suggested by Cateset al. [5], the
system macroscopically phase separates into two coex
ing phases with a single stable interface between th
when the imposed shearstressis held constant. When
the average shear rate is held constant, the system
undergoes a phase transition, but the steady states are
mogeneous and no coexistence is observed. That is,
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system chooses one phase or the other, depending on
magnitude of the applied shear rate. Moreover, unlike th
scenarios proposed by Cateset al. and by Olmsted and
Lu [6], the transition we report involves shear thickenin
rather than shear thinning.

Our system consists of a commercial ionic surfac
tant, tris (2-hydroxyethyl) tallowalkyl ammonium ace-
tate (TTAA–Ethoquad Ty13-50 from AKZO Chemicals,
molecular weight 454 gymole), with an equimolar con-
centration of the salt, sodium salicylate, dissolved in wa
ter. For the work reported here, the concentration of th
surfactant and salt were both 7.5 mM. This system b
longs to a class of surfactant solutions which form ver
long wormlike micelles at very low surfactant concen
trations. These micelles resemble polymers physical
but form and break spontaneously and thus constitute
kind of dynamic or “living” polymer solution. Perhaps
the most remarkable property of these systems is that th
become much more viscous when sheared above a criti
shear rate. Moreover, the transition to the viscous sta
can take a considerable time to occur, from a few secon
to more than ten minutes, and is poorly understood. O
measurements imply that the increase in viscosity is t
result of a dynamical nonequilibrium phase transition.

Experiments were performed in a transparent glass Co
ette cell attached to a commercial rheometer capable
measurements under conditions of constant shear stres
constant shear rate. The diameters of the inner and ou
cylinders were 24.00 and 25.91 mm, respectively, thu
forming a gap of slightly less than 1 mm. We obtaine
images of the flowing region using a visualization tech
nique called light scattering microscopy (LSM) [8]. To
obtain LSM images, the gap was illuminated by a sheet
light from a laser such that the vector normal to the she
pointed in the flow direction. Light scattered through
approximately90± from the sheet of light was magnified
and collected by a CCD video camera so that an image
the flowing region, approximately 1 mm3 2 mm in size,
was formed. Bright regions in the LSM images originat
© 1997 The American Physical Society 2359
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from higher-than-average fluctuations in the micel
concentration.

A typical experiment consisted of the following proto
col. To a well equilibrated sample, a constant shear str
or shear rate was applied starting at timet  0. The rheo-
logical parameters (shear rate and stress) and the L
images were recorded continuously as a function of tim
until the steady state was achieved. This simultaneo
measurement of rheological parameters and LSM imag
allowed us to directly correlate rheological changes
the system with shear-induced structural and phase tra
tions. All experiments were performed at22.5 6 0.3 ±C.

First we describe our observations for the experimen
performed under constant applied stress. In these exp
ments, the viscosity decreases as the stress increase
applied stresses of less than 0.45 Pa. When the stres
increased above 0.45 Pa, the measured viscosity increa
and a brighter “white” shear-induced phase (SIP) begi
to appear at the inner cylinder. The SIP grows an
the measured viscosity increases for a period of tim
(typically many minutes) until a steady state is achieve
in which the new SIP coexists with the preexistin
darker phase. In Fig. 1, we show LSM images obtain
after the solution reached steady state for three differe
levels of stress between 0.5 and 1.0 Pa. We also sh
the corresponding apparent viscosity for each level
stress as a function of time. Each light scattering ima

FIG. 1. (a) Scattering images obtained at various she
stresses for a 7.5y7.5 mM TTAAyNaSal solution in the steady
state. The SIP (bright phase) grows from the inner cylind
(left side). Arrows indicate the boundary of the shear-induc
phase as characterized by the increased scattering inten
(b) Time evolution of the apparent viscosity after the stress
applied att  0 s. Circles on each curve indicate the stres
and time corresponding to the images in (a).
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corresponds to a cross section across the gap of
Couette cell with the inner cylinder on the left. Eac
image shows the brighter SIP on the left side of the ima
with the SIP occupying an increasing fraction of the ga
as the shear stress increased. This SIP is more visc
than the dark phase and appears only when the appa
viscosity begins to increase [9].

The most striking feature of the first two images i
Fig. 1 is that the SIP occupies only a fraction of th
gap. Moreover, the boundary between the two phases
very well defined and remains stable indefinitely, althoug
its position fluctuates by about10% for a given level of
stress. When the stress is increased from 0.5 to 0.7 Pa
it is in the first two images in Fig. 1, the interface move
to the right as more SIP is created at the expense of
dark phase. Thus, we observe coexistence of two pha
which are separated by a single stable interface who
position depends on the level of stress. Note that wh
the stress is increased to 1 Pa, the SIP fills the entire g
as shown in the third image. The gap remains filled wi
the SIP when the stress is increased beyond 1 Pa.
contrast, no SIP was formed in the gap when the stre
remained below 0.5 Pa even after the flow was applied
as long as 1 hour.

Figure 2 shows LSM results for measurements pe
formed under constant applied shear rate. When the sh
rate is below a critical value (,39 s21 in this case), no
stable SIP is formed, as shown by the image obtain
at 30 s21. By contrast, when the shear rate is increas

FIG. 2. (a) Scattering images obtained at shear rates
low and above the critical shear rate for a 7.5y7.5 mM
TTAAyNaSal solution in the steady state. The shear-induc
phase is characterized by increased and fluctuating scatte
intensity. (b) Time evolution of the apparent viscosity afte
the shear is applied att  0 s. The circle on the viscosity
curve indicates the position corresponding to the second ima
in (a).
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above the critical shear rate, the new SIP phase is form
and grows to fill the gap, as shown by the image obtain
at 60 s21. Thus, there is no steady-state coexistence
tween the SIP and the original dark phase. The gap
either void of the SIP or filled with the SIP. Thus, coex
istence is observed under constant applied shear stress
not under constant applied shear rate.

By carrying out the step-stress and step-shear-r
measurements over a wide range of stresses and s
rates, we obtained the steady-state rheological beha
for this solution, as shown in Fig. 3, where we plo
the steady-state shear stress vs apparent shear rate.
inset shows the apparent viscosity vs apparent shear r
The data obtained at constant shear rate are similar
those reported for other micellar solutions [10–12]; th
solution shear thins at low shear rates, then exhibits
discontinuous increase in viscosity (or stress) at a criti
shear rate, and eventually shear thins again.

By contrast, when a constant stress is applied to
sample, the stressyshear–rate curve does not exhibit a di
continuous increase in viscosity but evolves continuous
In place of the discontinuous increase in viscosity, a ree
trant region appears for stresses between approxima
0.5 and 1.5 Pa, as shown in Fig. 3. Within the reentra
region or “loop,” the shear rate first decreases with t
increasing stress, reaches a minimum, and then increa
again. Outside the loop, the constant stress and cons
shear rate data coincide.

It is important to note that within the reentrant region
the shear rate plotted in Fig. 3 represents themean
shear rate of the inhomogeneous solution and does
correspond to the shear rates of the individual phas
In the reentrant regime, the shear rate in the viscous S
is muchsmaller and the shear rate for the dark phase

FIG. 3. Steady-state stressyshear–rate behavior obtained un
der constant applied shear stress (open triangles) and c
stant applied shear rate (solid circles) for a 7.5y7.5 mM
TTAAyNaSal solution. The lettered arrows indicate the fin
shear rate in a series of quench experiments described in
text. The inset shows the same data plotted as apparent vis
ity vs apparent shear rate.
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significantlygreater than the mean shear rate. Thus, t
constitutive relation for stress vs shear rate ismultivalued
when there is coexistence; that is, there are (at least)
values of the shear rate for a single value of the stress.

The origin of the difference in the stressyshear–rate
behavior is evident from the LSM results. Under consta
shear rate, the discontinuous increase in stress at
critical shear rate is caused by the discontinuous incre
in the thickness of the SIP, which is more viscou
than the dark phase; that is, the viscous SIP either fi
the entire gap (above the critical shear rate) or is n
present at all (below the critical shear rate), which resu
in a discontinuous change in the measured viscos
By contrast, under constant shear stress, the continu
increase of stress in the reentrant region is caused by
continuous increase in the thickness of the SIP.

The filling of the gap by the SIP under constant appli
shear rate is the result of a feedback mechanism
drives the system towards the viscous state. When
shear rate is increased above the critical value, the
begins to form at the inner cylinder [8]. The SIP is mo
viscous than the dark phase, and since the average s
rate is maintained at a constant value, the stress increa
This promotes the formation of more SIP which, on
again, increases the stress. This process continues
the entire gap is filled with the viscous SIP.

By contrast, when the shear stress is held constant
feedback mechanism tends to stabilize the system. W
the viscous SIP begins to form, the shear rate decrea
since the applied stress is held constant. The decrea
shear rate has a stabilizing effect on the system so th
coexisting state is possible.

In the reentrant region, i.e., for shear rates betwe
approximately28 and39 s21, the stressyshear–rate curve
obtained under controlled stress conditions exhibits th
values of stress which are consistent with a single sh
rate. Which of these three stresses represents the s
steady-state value? For increasing shear rate, it is alw
the branch that corresponds to the smallest stress.
what happens if the system is prepared under cons
shear rate conditions above the critical shear rate,
is then quenched to a shear rate in the reentrant reg
We addressed this question with a series of quen
experiments.

Figure 4 shows the temporal evolution of stress after
shear rate is suddenly decreased from60 s21 to various
lower shear rates. When the shear rate is quenche
40 s21, which is just above the critical value, the stre
remains at a high level and does not show any furth
decrease after a relatively short relaxation time of ab
one minute as shown in curve (a). When the shear rate
is decreased from60 to 35 s21, which is slightly below
the critical shear rate and within the reentrant regim
the stress remains at a high level, consistent with
highest branch of the stressyshear–rate curve, for abou
500 s and then slowly decreases to a lower level,
shown in curve (b). The ultimate value of shear stres
2361
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FIG. 4. Time evolution of stresses after the shear rate
decreased from60 s21 to various lower shear rates in a
7.5y7.5 mM TTAAyNaSal solution. Before the quench, a she
rate of 60 s21 was applied for 600 s so that the steady sta
is reached. The letters refer to the different quenching lev
indicated in Fig 3.

is consistent with the lowest branch of the stressyshear–
rate curve in Fig. 3. When the shear rate is decrea
from 60 to 30 s21, which is still within the reentrant
regime, the stress decreases somewhat more rapidly
still very slowly as shown in curve (c). Once again,
the stress ultimately decays to the lowest branch of
stressyshear–rate curve. Finally, when the shear rate
further decreased to20 s21, which is below the reentrant
regime, the stress decreases much more rapidly to the
level. These quench experiments indicate that while th
are some long-lived metastable states, the system app
to choose the lowest stress, least dissipative state avail
to it if given sufficient time (20 min in some cases).

LSM images give additional insight into the decay o
the shear-induced phase. When the shear rate is quen
from 60 to 30 s21 [curve (c) in Fig. 4], the SIP does
not retreat initially, but continues to fill the entire gap, i
spite of the fact that the stress decreases with time. Af
a while, voids begin to appear in the SIP. Some tim
later, the SIP retreats, starting from the outer cylinder a
ultimately reaching the inner cylinder. Thus, two proce
appear to occur: (1) a gradual dissolution in the bulk SI
and (2) the retreat of the SIP boundary at late times, wh
is the reverse of the formation process.

Shear thickening, with discontinuities in the rheolog
cal data like that displayed in Fig. 1, has been observed
other solutions under constant shear rate [8,10–12]. Re
trant behavior has also been observed using devices wh
approximate constant stress conditions [13]. Howev
the different behavior of these systems under const
stress vs constant shear rate conditions was not appr
ated. Nevertheless, these other experiments suggest
the phenomena we observe using the TTAAyNaSal sys-
tem are common to a wide variety of surfactant syste
at low concentrations. Indeed, we have made a few m
surements on the hexadecyltrimethylammonium-brom
and NaSal system and find similar behavior. Thus, we b
lieve these results can provide insight into shear thicken
2362
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in a large number of low-concentration wormlike micella
solutions.

While there remain many questions about the she
induced transition in these systems, perhaps the m
puzzling is the nature and structure of the shear-induc
phase. At equilibrium, the system consists of wormlik
cylindrical micelles. Clearly, shear flow induces chang
that result in a much more viscous shear-induced pha
Preliminary experiments in our lab suggest that the S
may be a gel. Preliminary LSM measurements indica
that there is very little if any flow within the SIP. All
the flow appears to be within the dark phase or, in tho
cases where the SIP fills the gap of the Couette c
within a very narrow region next to the walls of the cel
Thus, the LSM technique provides spatial information n
only about the existence and location of the two phas
in the shear cell, but also on the velocity distributio
The most pressing challenge, however, is to determine
microscopic structure of the shear-induced phase, how
structure leads to a much more rigid phase, and how s
a structure is produced by shear flow.
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